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Wednesday, February 6, 2013 683ademonstrates that it is possible to elegantly introduce photodynamic behaviors
in a single protein scaffold, in this case Dronpa. This work will open up new
possibilities for rational and random design of FPs and their complicated pho-
todynamic properties.
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Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy (FCS) is a powerful tool to measure
molecular dynamics with single molecule sensitivity, including local con-
centrations, aggregation states, and transport mechanisms. Due to its high
spatial-temporal resolution and non-invasive nature, FCS has been widely
used to probe molecular dynamics in living systems. In contrast to single point
detection in traditional confocal FCS, advances in Electron-Multiplying
Charge-Coupled Device (EM-CCD) camera technology, Total Internal Reflec-
tion Fluorescence Microscopy (TIRFM), and Single-Plane Illumination
Microscopy (SPIM) now enable parallel measurements at hundreds to thou-
sands of spatial locations either on cell surface membranes or within tissues.
However, objective, automated Multiple Hypothesis Testing (MHT) for such
highly parallel FCS measurements is challenging due to sampling limitations,
sample heterogeneity, and the lack of automated procedures to accurately esti-
mate the highly correlated noise that is present in Temporal Autocorrelation
Functions (TACFs). Thus, automated, unbiased MHT procedures are critical
for the proper analysis and interpretation of highly parallel FCS measurements
as obtained from TIRFM and SPIM. Here, we apply a Bayesian inference
procedure for MHT of competing models for FCS datasets. Simulated FCS
measurements demonstrate that the Bayesian procedure selects the simplest
model that describes the observed data, thereby capturing heterogeneity in
the sample while avoiding over-fitting. Further, model probabilities provide
a reliability test for the downstream interpretation of measured parameter
values. We apply the procedure to TIRFM FCS data of phase-separated sup-
ported lipid bilayers and also Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor (EGFR),
demonstrating that membrane and receptor heterogeneity and dynamics are
captured when noise is sufficiently low. Our results demonstrate that the Bayes-
ian approach provides an automated, unbiased procedure for FCS data analysis
and interpretation with broad applicability to resolving heterogeneous molecu-
lar dynamics in biological processes interrogated using TIRFM and SPIM.
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We present a new method for simulating fluorescence observables, particularly
those related to bulk and single-molecule fluorescence-detected resonance en-
ergy transfer (FRET) experiments. In this method, a molecular dynamics (MD)
simulation is used to sample configuration space and quantum mechanics cal-
culations are used to estimate the electronic coupling between the donor and
acceptor probes for snapshots along theMD trajectory. AMarkov chain method
is used to sample the resulting electronic coupling trajectory allowing accurate
simulation of any desired fluorescence observables, such as single-molecule
FRET efficiency histograms or time-resolved donor fluorescence decays. The
Markov chain results will be compared with the results of simple histogram
and averaging schemes showing that the Markov chain is the only one that
yields realistic results in well known examples such as the rapid diffusion limit.
This combination of computational methods also avoids some pitfalls of tradi-
tional FRET analysis such as the kappa-squared and the ideal dipole approxi-
mations. Because the simulation results can be compared directly with
experimental observables, this method may allow more detail to be derived
from experiment than is traditionally possible.
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We describe a microplate-based, time-resolved fluorescence (TRF) spectrome-
ter, able to detect multiple fluorescence lifetimes with acquisition times compa-
rable to existing steady-state plate readers. The instrument combines high-energy pulsed laser sources (10-20 kHz repetition rate, 1-3 ns pulse width)
with a photomultiplier and high-speed digitizer (1 GHz) to record a complete
fluorescence decay waveform after each pulse. Pulse-averaged measurements
of dyes in single wells yielded lifetimes comparable in accuracy and precision
to single photon counting (SPC.) Lifetimes as short as 1 ns may be resolved by
interleaving with an effective sample rate of 5 GHz. In a multiple-well format
(96- or 384-well plates) the response of a dye to concentration gradients was
easily observed, e.g., in quenching by acrylamide. The precision was sufficient
to resolve mole fractions in mixtures of single-exponential dyes with an acqui-
sition time of 0.5 s per well. In multiple-well experiments the variation in total
measured fluorescence was comparable to steady-state instruments, while the
precision in lifetime was better than 2%. These features will enable rapid,
multiple-well, time-resolved FRET and fluorescence quenching experiments
to determine changes of structural equilibria in solution, cells, and reconstituted
systems.
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Reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH) and its oxidized form,
NADþ, are the most important coenzymes found in all living cells. For many
years, researchers have relied on the weak NADH endogenous fluorescence sig-
nal to determine the NADH level. We have recently reported a series of genet-
ically encoded fluorescent sensors highly specific for NADH level1. However,
those NADH sensors are also found to be very sensitive to pH value of the local
environments, which may result in errors in the analysis of NADH level or
NADH/NADþ. We here report that the time resolved fluorescence of NADH
sensor Frex can simultaneously characterize the pH and NADH level by using
a time correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) technique, whose scale is
from 100ps to 30ns. Frex sensors were excited at 420 and 485 nm, respectively.
Both the total fluorescence photon counting number N and the fluorescence
time distribution have been obtained. All fluorescence transients of Frex
sensors reveal complex, i.e. multiexponential behavior. Similar to our previous
report1, the N ratio under two excitation wavelengths N485/N420 can be used to
characterize the NADH level. Meanwhile, the decay associated spectra (DAS)
can be fitted by 3 exponential components decay function. We found that the
percentage a of the components with the lifetimes of about 0.2, 1 and 3 ns
were proportional to the pH values. Therefore, both the NADH and pH levels
can be obtained from time resolved fluorescence spectra. No parallel experi-
ment is needed any more to calibrate the pH effects. Candidate mechanisms
and further experiments including femtosecond dynamics will be discussed.
Reference:
1 Zhao, Y. et al. Genetically Encoded Fluorescent Sensors for Intracellular
NADH Detection. Cell Metab14, 555-566, (2011).
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FRET between fluorescent proteins is widely used to monitor biochemical
processes in living cells as the length scale of FRET is well matched to protein
conformational changes and protein-protein interactions. Although most
FRET-based reporters rely on CFPs and YFPs, aspects of CFPs and YFPs
are problematic for FRET. CFPs and YFPs can undergo rapid multirate and
reversible photobleaching, YFPs can photoconvert into cyan fluorescent
species, CFPs can photoactivate at YFP excitation wavelengths and the violet
CFP excitation light can be phototoxic. Furthermore, many CFP- and
YFP-based FRET reporters produce small changes in FRET, creating detection
challenges when the imaged structures are small or when biochemical
responses are subtle or transient.
In this work, we have developed new fluorescent proteins with properties better
suited to a wide range of FRET applications. Starting from Aequorea victoria
GFP and the RFP mRuby, we engineered Clover and mRuby2, which conferred
greater dynamic range and photostability to four existing FRET reporter
designs. Among the improved reporters are a voltage sensor that allows more
reliable detection of single action potentials than do previous sensors and an
improved RhoA reporter able to detect local and rapid RhoA activation in neu-
ronal growth cones during ephrinA-stimulated retraction.
